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tive'embodiment shown in the attached drawings in

KEY SIGNALING SYSTEM WITH MULTIPLE"
-

v

- PULSE GENERATORS

-

~

FIG. '1 is an over-all block schematic diagram of a
complete two-way station with automatic code selec
tion in accordance‘ with the invention; and

I

The present invention relates to secret signaling in
which the signals are en'ciphered by means of a secret
key before sending and are deciphered by means of a

duplicate key uponreception. In-‘such systems, if a
given station is to receive signals from different sending
points using‘different keys, it is necessary for there
ceiving station to be able to‘ select thev proper key for
the- particular sending station that is to be received.
The general object of the invention is to give an indi
cation to a receiving station of the key‘ that is necessary
to use for deciphering‘the incoming secret signals.
A further object is to provide for automatically sup

7 FIG. 2 is a schematic circuit diagram of the auto

matic key selecting-circuit in accordance with the in
vention.

l0

15

'

I

-

vReferring to FIG. v1, the transmitting and receiving
circuits except for the key indicating and key selecting
features may be of the type disclosed and claimed in R.
L. Miller, Ser.'No. 542,975, ?led June 30, 1944 with a
further exception as to themanner in which the key is
produced. In the Miller application the key is shown as
derived from a phonographic record while in the pre
sent disclosure the manner of generating the key is,

plying at the receiving ‘point the proper key: for deci

except for the automatic key selecting feature,~the

phering the incoming'sign'alsa

same as that disclosed and claimed in my prior applica

'

,

=

tion,Ser. No. 555,913, ?led Sept. 27, 1944..

‘Further and related objectswill appear as" the de
scriptionproceeds.‘

1

'

11

-

‘

~
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In accordance with=thespeci?c embodiment of the
invention to be disclosed hereinafter, a key identifying
signal is sent outfroma sending station along with the

As in the Millerdisclosure, the input speech waves
from the microphone 10 or other connecting line are

?rst analyzed in the vocoder analyzer 11 to derive from
them in a numberrof individual paths low frequency

currents indicative of the energy variations occurring
enciphered message. This identifying signal is such-as
will give an‘outsider no'clue to the character of 'the 25 within different narrow frequency bands of the speech
enci'phering‘ used nor to the characteristics of the key in
waves. Also a low frequency current is derived in the
analyzer which is representative of the fundamental
use. The‘key can be changed from time to time in ac
pitch of the speech waves and of the pitchgvariations
cordance with a prearranged schedule so that unless
with time. The subdivision into the various subbands
one>is in possession of this schedule; there is no ascer

tainable relation betweenithe'key and its'identifying
signah When ‘this identifying signal is‘ received it is

30 may be carried as far as desired but for purposes of the

present disclosure it will be assumed that there are

made to select automatically the key that isneeded to
decipher the incomingimessage."

~

I

~ g

" One-way of generating key currents at the various

stations is to provide ‘synchronously irunn'ing impulse

35

producing mechanisms and duplicate coding'circiiits
for building up the key waves, ‘starting with ‘these im
pulses. In one ‘speci?c arrangement theirhpulse pro-v
ducing mechanism mayj comprise a ‘number of, such as

nine, rotating members, each off‘whichn'generates‘ its

40

eight individual circuits or paths for the speech de?ning
currents and one for the pitch de?ning currents. These
nine individual paths are individually connected to the
segments of a distributor 12 which also has a ‘tenth
segment for use in providing a second or vernier pitch
channel, all as disclosed in detailin the Miller applica
tion.v While the distributor 12 is shown as comprising
the brush 13 sweeping over stationary segments shown‘
in a straight line, it is contemplated that in practice. a

multiple relay circuit would be used at thisupoint'as
fully disclosed in the Miller application. The distributor

owncharacteristic series of irregular pu'l‘sespThe even
tual key currents are, stated',-'built up by combina
tions of, or “under control of,*th'e pulses "from these
several‘ rotating members. If the connections between

samples the currents in the various vocoder channels in

rapid succession, the sampling rate being, for example,

the rotating members and the codinglcircuit are‘varied,

500 per second. The sampled pulses are ampli?ed at 14

a different key results.

and‘i'mpres'sed upon the message stepper 15, the details

I

‘

circuit‘ for 'chan'gingi‘these - connections between" the

of which are fully disclosed in the Miller‘ application.
The output of the stepper 15 is connected to the reené

impulse producing members and the coding circuit in

try ‘circuit 16‘ which has impressed upon' it also key

vA feature of the invention comprises aswitching

such manner so to produce‘a de?nite number of keys 50 pulses coming in over lead 17 from the transmitting

coder'l‘8, to be referred‘to‘. The output of the reentry
circuit 15 'passes to the output stepper 19 and thence to

all‘ differing markedly from each other, which keys are
available for selection and‘ use. In‘ accordance withfthis

the brush of the second distributor 20 which also may
be a relay type of distributor as shown by‘Miller. The
tions'of the, yin this case, nine connections can be real
ized by means of ‘a single set of switches for intercon 55 reentry 16 and output stepper 19 may also be of the

feature of the‘inv'ention nearly all possible permuta

necting nine input terminals to nine output terminals,

types shown by Miller.

assuming patching connections to‘ be made between the

The output of the stepper 19 is distributed over, in
this case, ten segments each leading to an individual

rotating members and input terminals‘ and again be
tween‘ theoutput terminals and the‘ coding circuit for.
variously changing the circuit connections at these two

‘

'

frequency modulated'oscillator 21 which, as inz‘the .
60

Miller application, is assumed to include a holding

circuit for maintaining the input voltage constant for

'By providing relays foroperating these switches, the

slightly less than one rotational period of the distributor
20. The frequency modulated oscillator circuit 21- is

di?‘erent keys in use 'for the ‘day-(or other stated pe
riod) can be selected under controllof the‘ key identi?

thus caused to send out carrier current of a frequency

cation received from the distant 'stationi ~

de?nitely related to the amplitude of the pulse im

'

I

The nature of "the invention together withiits various

features 'and‘object'sl’will be more clearly understood
from the following'detailed description of‘ ‘the’illustra

pressed upon" it from the ‘output stepper 19, this'frel
quency, of course, varying as the amplitude of‘ the im

pressed signal varies. The resulting modulated‘ oscilla-‘

3,953,677
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tions are passed through the respective channel band

try circuit 16 and over lead 39 to the receiving reentry

pass ?lter 22. The output terminals of all of the channel
band-pass ?lters 22 are connected in common through
a push-to-talk switch T to the input of a radio transmit
ter 23 for transmission to the distant station. This key
or switch T comprises two blades ganged together, the
lower one of which supplies radio frequency carrier

in my prior application referred to. Considering ?rst
the transmitting coder 18, the ‘nine output leads from

waves from source 24 to transmitter 23. Radio trans
mitter 23 does not emit unmodulated carrier waves so
long as the switch T is open but carrier waves are sup

necting orpatching panel 51 in which cross-connec
tions between the incoming and outgoing nine leads

36.

-

'

The key is built up in the transmitting coder 18 or

receiving coder 40 from prime pulses generated in the
disc pulse generator 50 in the general manner disclosed
the generator 50 are connected through a cross-con

may be made in any desired manner. The‘ nine leads
coming out of the panel 51 are then connected across

plied along with the signal waves whenever the switch T
is closed. The switch T is normally open as shown and
may be operated from a push-to-talk button on the
talker’s handset by means of relay circuits, not shown.
Referring to the receiving side of the system, waves

into the transmitting coder 18 where the pulses on the
various leads are built up into a succession of key

pulses occuring at the rate of 500 per second as dis

closed in my prior application referred to. These output
pulses are then applied to outgoing lead 17.
In addition to die nine output leads extending to. the
left in the ?gure, the pulse generator 50is also provided
with nine output leads extending from the right, the
pulses in these latter leads being duplicates of the
pulses in the other nine output leads but having any
desired time relation with respect thereto. Di?‘erent
time displacements between the two sets of pulses may

received from a distant transmitter are picked up, am

pli?ed and demodulated in radio receiver 30 and are

impressed through normally closed receiving switch R
to the input terminals of the receiving band-pass ?lters
31 where they are separated into the various individual
channel frequencies which then pass into the respective
frequency modulation detectors 32. The demodulated
signal currents are impressed upon segments of a rotat
ing distributor 33 which, as in the case of distributors

be secured by mechanically shifting the pick-up devices

previously mentioned, may be of the relay type shown
by Miller. The distributor samples the received signals
in the various channels and applies them through an
ampli?er 34 to the input of message stepper 35 which
is followed by reentry 36 and output stepper 37, these
elements corresponding respectively with elements l4,

serving the second group of leads relative to those

serving the ?rst grouplof output leads, it being under
stood that the respective pick-up devices on the same
rotating member receive the same series of pulses with
an intervening delay. One way in which this may be
accomplished is disclosed in detail in an application of

15, 16 and 19 previously referred to. Key waves are
applied to the reentry 36 over lead 39 from the receiv

A. E. Melhose, Ser. No. 555,912, ?led Sept. 27, 1944

and for purposes of the present disclosure it will be
assumed that the pulse generator 50 is the same in
signals so that the currents in the output of reentry 36 35
construction and operation as that disclosed in FIG. 5
and also in the output of the stepper 37 will be deci

ing coder 40 for deciphering the received enciphered

and following of the Melhose application.

phered signal pulses. These latter are distributed by

The second set of output leads from generator 50 is
means of distributor 42 to individual vocoder' channels
connected through a cross-connecting panel 52 which
of the synthesizer 43 where they are used, as in the
may be similar to panel 51. The outgoing leads from
Miller disclosure, to reconstruct from local sources of 40 this panel, identi?ed as group 53 on the drawing, lead
energy speech waves corresponding to the original
to the code selector 55 to be described more fully here
input speech waves at the distant station. These recov
inafter. The group 54 of the nine output leads from the
ered speech waves are applied to an audio circuit 44
code selector 55 is connected through a cross-connec
which leads to any suitable output circuit or line or to
tion panel 56 and thence into the receiving coder 40
the receiver illustrated at 45.

'

45

The elements of the system thus far described, except

which is similar in construction and operation to the
coder 18.

for the switches T and R, are all in accordance with the

The code selector or key selector ‘55 is arranged to
permutevthe group of output leads 54 with respect to
the group of input leads 53 in any one of six different
ways under control of the six selecting relays shown at
61 to 66. That is, relays 61 to_66 are operated one at a

Miller application disclosure and many details have
been omitted fromthe ?gures as being unnecessary to
an understanding of the present invention. The
switches T and R have been added in the present case
since it is ‘assumed that the two-way operation of the
circuit will be under control of a push-to-talk button as

already stated. It will be understood thatvthe timing of
the various parts of the system are carried out under 55
control of a single channel frequency oscillator as

shown in the Miller application and that pulsing power
supplies will be provided under control of this oscillator
for the reentry and stepper circuits; also that the actu

time and whenever one of these relays is operated it
will shift nine armatures (shown in detail in FIG. 2) in
the key selector. 55 to provide an individual type of
permutation between the input leads 53- and output
leads 54. As stated, each relay provides a different
permutation and, therefore, a different key in the out
put lead 39 of the coder 40.

‘

It is contemplated that in a multistation network or
ating currents for the various distributors will be de 60 system each station is to be provided with a pulse gen
rived from this oscillator and that the necessary time or
erator 50 which is identical at all stations and that all of
phase displacements between the functionings of the
these pulse generators are run in close synchronism

different pieces of equipment will be provided as in the
Miller disclosure.
Referring now more particularly to the improvement
features provided in accordance with the invention,
these have to do with the matter of providing the keys
to be supplied over conductor 17 to transmitting reen

65

with each other. This may be done by driving each
machine from the standard frequency oscillator at the
respective station. It will be assumed for purposes of
the present disclosure that a maximum of six stations

will be used in any given intercommunicating network
although this ?gure is given as illustrative and not as

3,953,677
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has ten armatures and when actuated closes all ten
contacts. The ?rst nine armatures and contacts connect

limiting. Each of the stations will be arranged when
transmitting to use a different code from all the others.

the group of leads 53 in a particular permutation to the
leads 54. The tenth armature connects battery 85 over
bus conductor 86 and the tenth relay armature and
contact to one side of the corresponding lamp 81 to 86,

These codes may be changed frequently, for example,
daily in accordance with a prearranged schedule. On
any one day the attendant will set up connections in

panel 51 to determine the transmitting key for each
station and, therefore, the cross-patching will be differ~

the opposite terminal of which is grounded. For sim
plicity of showing, not all of the relay armatures and

ent for each station.
The transmitting side of .each station comprises a

front contacts have been drawn in but the terminals of

each relay are indicated by the corresponding bracket

station identifying circuit which is shown as connecting
to the input side of the channel band-pass ?lter 70. This
comprises a frequency modulation oscillator 71 which

and by the corresponding relay number primed.
The stepper circuit for individually operating the

may be of the same type as that used at 21 in each of
the channels but which sends out a constant frequency

relays 61 to 66 comprises six gas-?lled tubes 91 to 96
having their cathodes all connected to ground and

having their plates individually connected through

different for each station as determined by the setting
of the switch 72 along the potentiometer 73. The oscil'

relay windings to the source of pulsing power 88 which

supplies 500 pulses per second. The grids of these tubes

lator 71 is illustrated as a two-tube multivibrator circuit

are given progressively higher negative bias voltages by

of generally known type, the fundamental frequency of

connecting them to different points along the resistors

which is determined by the direct current voltage ap
plied to its grids at the middle of the high resistor 74. By

97 which are shunted across biasing battery 98. The
grids are also connected in parallel to the input conduc
tor 77 through a ?ltering circuit 100 comprising series

setting the slider 72 at any one of the six points indi

cated along resistor 73, any one of six different voltages
may be applied. The oscillator is thus given any one of
six different oscillation frequency adjustments. The
switch 72 will be given a different setting at each of the
six stations of the system. This constant frequency sta

25

corresponding to the station whose switch is on the

tion identifying frequency is sent through band-pass
?lter 70 to the common output circuit of the channel
?lters 22 and out over the transmitter 23 to the distant

stations.

30

The station identifying wave when received from a

distant station in the receiving circuit 30 is selected by
band-pass ?lter 75 and demodulated at 76 to recover

lowermost potentiometer terminal shown in FIG. 1, this
voltage will cause only tube 91 to ?re, this tube having
the least negative bias of any of the tubes. The ?ring of
this tube will cause the energization of relays 80 and
61. Relay 80 in operating moves the normal short-cir
cuiting connection across the input of the synthesizer
as shown in FIG. 1. Relay 61 in energizing attracts its
armatures and closes the nine leads 53 through to the
nine leads 54 in a certain permutation and also causes

an indication of the amount of direct current voltage

that was impressed upon the station identifying oscilla
tor in the distant station. Thus, there is produced in the

the lighting of lamp 81 from battery 85.

conductor 77 a direct current voltage corresponding to
the setting of the slider 72 of whatever station is being
received at the moment. This voltage is applied to a
stepper 78, to be described more in detail hereinafter,

If the voltage coming in on conductor 77 is of the
right value to ?re the two tubes 91 and 92, relay 62 will

which causes one and one only of the six relays 61 to 66
to become actuated. This results in the application to

the input of the receiving coder 40 of the same set of
pulses as are impressed on the nine output conductors
of the transmitting coder of the distant station, and
therefore, in the production of an identical key in the
output circuit 39. In order for this to occur, it is neces
sary that the proper patching has been made in the
panels 52 and 56 for the particular day or other sched

resistances and shunt capacitances. This ?ltering cir
cuit suppresses transients and prevents false operation
of the tubes and relays.
Assuming a relatively weak voltage on conductor 77

45

be energized but relay 61 will not be energized because
of the equal opposing effects of its two windings, one
carrying the space current of tube 91 and the other
carrying the space current of tube 92. (Relay 80 is of
course energized as before). Similarly,- if the ?rst three
tubes 91, 92 and 93 ?re, the only selecting relay to be
energized is relay 63. If all six tubes ?re, relay 66 alone
will respond. Each of the relays 61 to 66 and 80 is
provided with a shunting condenser around its winding
to prevent the relay armatures from chattering due to

uled period.

the pusling current from source 88. The current

A special relay 80 is provided in connection with the
stepper 78 to be operated only when a station‘ identify’
ing voltage is present on conductor 77. This relay when
not actuated short-circuits the output side of the output

has been energized is unaffected by current interrup

through each of the tubes that have been ?red is inter
rupted at a 500—cycle per second rate but the relay that
tions at so high a rate.

The station identifying signals are sent through a
channel which has a different frequency assignment
than the ten message channels, and may, for example,
tin .
be the lowest frequency multiplex channel. This may,
Sgix station lamps are shown at 81 to 86 just above the
for example, occupy the band from 280 to 500 cycles,
code selector 55 for giving to the user a visual indica
tion of the distant transmitting station which is talking. 60 this being the pass-band of the ?lters 70 and 75. Be
cause of the use of steady frequency station identifying
As will be described in connection with FIG. 2 these
signals, this channel may be made much less sensitive
lamps are operated one at a time depending upon the
to noise than the regular signaling channels so that it
individual relay 6] to 66 that is operated.
will not fail until transmission conditions become so
Referring to FIG. 2, the group of nine leads 53 is
65
poor that intelligible transmission of speech over the
shown coming in from the left and is multipled to the
stepper 37 so as to prevent noise and key from being
heard by the listening party when no station is transmit

armatures of the station selector relays 61 to 66. The
front contacts of these relays are shown as multipled to

the outgoing group of nine conductors 54. Each relay

55

system become impossible. Alternatively, the station
identifying transmission channel may be placed above
the message channels in frequency. One protective

3,953,677
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feature already mentioned comprises the relay 80 for
disabling the synthesizer when no recognizable identi
fying signal is received in the lowest frequency channel.

rial nine possible different ways of connecting the nine
leads to the coder, many sets of nine combinations
could be selected that would fulfull the above require

A further protective feature is shown in FIG. 2 com

ment. Not all the sets are equally desirable, however, as
some of them would possess too simple a relationship

prising the noise-operated protective circuit for operat
ing the relay 110 when excessive noise is received
through the station identifying channel. This relay is
operated by a circuit which distinguishes between di

between the different keys. The scheme disclosed
makes available with a single set of connections a large
number of the most desirable of the possible sets. It will
be noted in connection with the wiring of the contacts

rect current control voltages on conductor 77 and rap

idly varying voltages representing noise, sudden fades,

of the selecting relays 61 to 66 that their armatures are
connected to the conductors in group 53 in an irregular
manner. This particular scheme of connection consti
tutes one feature of the invention which is highly ad
vantageous. It was found by investigation that of all the

etc. This circuit comprises a triode 111 having its grid
connected to a point in the ?ltering circuit 100 for

deriving control voltages therefrom. Ampli?er 111
feeds into a fully wave rectifying circuit comprising
valves 112, 113 which are connected to the control grid
circuits of two opposed tubes 114 and 115. Relay 110
has its winding connected between the plates of the
tubes 114 and 115. Slowly varying currents such as
might normally occur in the input circuit 77 do not
operate relay 110 since they have too little effect upon

possible permutations which meet the above stated
requirement (that no two of the permutations shall
result in connecting any lead in group 53 to the same
lead in group 54), a relatively small number represent
mere rotation within the group while a several-fold
greater number represent other than simple rotation. A
single set of selecting relays suf?ces to select any per

the tubes 114 and 115 or at least a nearly equal effect
on these two tubes. Excessive alternating current com

mutation in either one of these two classes exclusive of
the other but a second set of relays would be necessary
tubes 114, 115 because of the separate recti?cation of
to select any permutation out of the total number of
25
opposite half waves of these currents. This produces
permutations of both classes. The maximum number

ponents, however, produce differential effects in the

unequal space currents in the tubes 114 and 115 with

selectable by the six relays 61 to 66 is obtained, there
fore, by adopting a scheme of connection such that
Whatever be the order of arrangement of the input
leads due to the patching used in panel 52, each relay

consequent operating current ?owing in the winding of
relay 110. Suitable smoothing circuits are shown be

tween the recti?ers 112 and 113 and the tubes 114 and
30
115.
when operated not only gives a different permutation
Two alternative circuits showing different ways of
from any other relay but the order of connection within

using relay 110 for protective purposes are indicated.
First considering switches 5,, S2, S3 and S4 in the posi
tions shown, when the relay 110 becomes energized it

the output leads 54 is other than that represented by

short-circuits all of the control grid circuits of the step

provides the greatest number of permutations obtain
able of the required type by using as few as six relays.

mere rotation within the group. The scheme of connec

tion shown in FIG. 2 meets these requirements and

per tubes 91 to 96 by connecting their grid input points
directly to ground. Since these tubes are all prevented

The invention is not to be construed as limited to the

from ?ring, relay 80 remains deenergized and main

speci?c disclosure but its scope is de?ned by the

tains the normal short-circuit across the synthesizer

claims.
What is claimed is:

input. Second considering the switches S 1, S2, S3 and S4
thrown to their alternate positions, the input grid lead

1. In a secret signaling system, means at a station for
providing a plurality of different keys for use one at a

for all of the stepper tubes is now shifted to conductor
117 leading to the grid of triode 120. By means of a

time for enciphering signals to be sent from said sta
ages for the stepper are carried from tube 120, resis 45 tion, means at said station when transmitting for send
ing a concomitant indication identifying the particular
tance 121, through S4, and armature and normal
key that is in use in transmitting, means at a station
contact of relay 110 to the grid of tube 123. A smooth

cathode-follower type of coupling, the actuating volt

when receiving secret signals and key indications from
another station for providing a plurality of different
keys which are duplicates of those provided ~at the

ing ?lter 122 is provided in this circuit, and a capacity
125 is connected across the grid circuit of tube 123.
The input circuit for the stepper is completed from
resistor 124 through S2 to the grids of tubes 91 to 96.
So long as relay 110 is not operated, the input circuit
to the stepper is closed through the back contact of the

distant sending station, means responsive to the re

ceived key indication for automatically selecting the
appropriate key for deciphering the received secret
signals, and means for deciphering said received secret

relay. When excessive noise or a deep fade causes relay

110 to operate, the stepper input circuit is interrupted

55

signals by means of said selected key.
2. In a multistation secret signaling system, means for

but the particular relay 61 to 66 that is operated at this
time remains operated by the charge on condenser 125

providing a plurality of different keys in duplicate at

which maintains the control of the stepper the same
until relay 110 releases and a new value of direct cur

the several stations for use in enciphering and deci
phering signals, means at a station when transmitting
60 for selecting one of said keys, means to encipher outgo

rent, indicating a new key selection, is received.
In order to have maximum security it is desirable that
the six keys obtainable by the relays have as little in '
common as possible. One requirement therefore is that
in no two of them shall the same primary disk signal be
connected to the same input lead of the coder. It is
apparent that as many as nine keys meeting this re-_
quirement could be set up at a given time, if this many
were desired. It is also apparent that among the facto

ing signals from said station in accordance with the
selected key, means for sending a concomitant signal
for indentifying said selected key, means at a station

when receiving for automatically selecting the key
under control of said identifying signal and means at

said latter station for deciphering the received enci
phered signals by means of said automatically selected

key.

3,953,677
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3. In a secret signaling system, a receiving station for
receiving secret communications from any one of a

which a separate multiple~contact switch is provided
for each such transmitting station, and a station-identi

plurality of sending stations, means for also receiving
key identifying signals from said stations, means for
producing different secret keys for use in deciphering

fying signal operated from each switch.
9. In a receiving station for receiving secret messages
from different transmitting stations using different se
cret keys, station identifying means at said receiving
stations for identifying each of said transmitting sta
tions, a key generator capable of producing each one of
said different secret keys for use in deciphering secretly
transmitted messages, selective switches for selecting
the proper key for use in receiving from a given trans
mitting station, and means under control of said station
identifying means for selectively acutating said
switches in acccordance with the transmitting station
from which the message is being received.
10. In a signaling system for transmitting signals with
secrecy, a key producing system comprising a plurality
of pulse generators and a plurality of circuits for vari

received secret communications, and means controlled

by said key identifying signals for selecting the key to
be used for deciphering the secret communication
being received.

.

4. In a secret signaling system, a key pulse generating
circuit comprising means to set up irregular series of
pulses in each of a multiplicity of circuits, a coder for
combining pulses from different ones of said circuits to
build up a key wave, multipoint switches in said circuits
for perrnuting said circuits among themselves as a

group thereby feeding different combinations of pulses
to said coder for producing different key waves, means
to receive secret messages to be deciphered by means
of a said key wave, means to receive key identifying
signals, and means to actuate selectively said switches

ously modifying and mingling pulses from said genera
tors to form keys for use in such secret transmission,

under control of said signals.
5. In a secret signaling system, a key pulse generator
comprising means for setting up in each of a multiplic
ity of circuits different irregular series of pulses, a key

producing circuit operated by said pulses for producing

switching points through which said circuits are car
ried, and means to produce and select different charac
teristic keys comprising means to close said switches to
25

therefrom a key wave for deciphering'received secret
communication currents, code changing means, com

connect said circuits through said switching points in
different permutations such that in no two permuta
tions is the same pulse generator connected to the same

circuit on the opposite side of the switching points.
prising a plurality of switches for altering the connec
11. In a key generating system, a plurality of pulse
tions between said circuits and said key producing
generators greater in number than two for generating
circuit, each switch when operated effecting a different
pulses, a corresponding number of conductors, means
scheme of connection of said circuits to said key pro
connected with said conductors for variously using said
ducing circuit, and means responsive to received sig
pulses to build up ?nal output pulses into a key, a
nals for selectively operating said switches to cause said
switching point in said conductors including switches
key producing circuit to generate the proper key to
for variously perrnuting connections between all of the
35
enable decipherrnent of the secret communication cur
input conductors coming into said point and all of the
rents being received.
output conductors going out from said point to produce
6. The combination claimed in claim 5, in which said
different keys, each switch producing a different per
switches comprise relays each having a multiple num
mutation from the others such that no two switches
ber of arrnatures and contacts for closing individual
connect the same input conductor to the same output
circuit paths between said multiplicity of circuits and 40 conductor and the order of connection of the output

said key producing circuit, the armature of each relay
closing said circuit paths in a different permutation

conductors in going through the whole plurality of
conductors in succession taking any conductor as the
?rst and progressing around to the Last in the same

such that no two permutations provided by the relays
involve connection of the same circuit to the same

point in said key producing circuit.
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direction is different for each switch'

12. A circuit for connecting N input leads, N being
greater than three, simultaneously to N output leads in

7. In a receiving system for the reception of secretly
transmitted messages along with control currents, a key

each of a number of different orders comprising a plu
rality of N-point switches each point of a switch when
to said input terminals and switching circuits between 50 operated establishing connection between an individ

producing circuit having input and output terminals,
pulse generators for supplying irregular series of pulses

ual input lead and an individual output lead, in which,
with any assumed order of arrangement of the N input
leads each switch when operated connects the N input

said generators and input terminals for determining
different orders of connection of said generators to said
input terminals to cause said key producing circuit to
form different keys for use in deciphering the secret

leads to the N output leads in a different respective

messages, a plurality of multiple-contact switches, each 55 permutation and in which the order within the N output
leads to which connection is so made differs from
when actuated connecting said generators to said input
switch to switch whenthe order is taken progressively

terminals in accordance with a different one of said

orders and means for selectively actuating said switches
under control of received control currents.
8. A receiving system according to claim 7 for com
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throughout the N output leads beginning with any
chosen output lead and continuing throughout the N
output leads around to the place of beginning.
*

municating with any of several transmitting stations, in
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